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Objective: To evaluate the levels of erythropoietin (EPO) in the serum in patients with central
serous chorioretinopathy (CSC).
Methods: An institutional comperative clinical study. The serum EPO levels were measured with
the enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) method, of 15 patients with active CSC (Group
1), 15 patients with inactive CSC (Group 2) and 15 healthy volunteers (Group 3). Kruskal–Wallis
variance analysis and Mann–Whitney U test were used for statistical analysis.
Results: The patient and control groups were matched for age and sex. There was no statistically significant variation with regard to age and gender among the groups (P . 0.05). The
mean serum EPO concentrations in patients with active CSC (Group 1), inactive CSC (Group 2)
and in healthy controls (Group 3) were 11.39 ± 3.01 mlU/mL, 11.79 ± 3.78 mlU/mL and
11.95 ± 3.27 mlU/mL, respectively. There was no significant variation among the serum EPO
concentrations of the study groups (P . 0.05).
Conclusion: These findings suggest no role of serum EPO in pathogenesis of CSC.
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Central serous chorioretinopathy (CSC) is characterized by serous detachment of
the neurosensory retina and/or the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) frequently in
the macular region. CSC is one of the ten most common diseases of the posterior
segment of the eye.1 Although it is known to be a benign and self-limiting disease,
in long-term follow-up, it has a recurrence rate of 30%. Spontaneous resolution of
serous retinal detachment is common in acute CSC with RPE changes. Recurrent or
chronic detachment is often associated with more diffuse retina pigment epitheliopathy
(16%), which is resulting in RPE atrophy, macular degeneration, foveal atrophy and
secondary subretinal neovascularization. Subsequently, it may cause persistent visual
impairment.2
The pathogenesis of CSC is unknown. However, it has been considered that the
CSC may be due to focal RPE defect or choroidal lobular ischemia and choroidal
venous congestion.3–5 Recent studies on CSC have shown the association of CSC
with: psychological stress; type A personality; glucocorticoid treatment; endogenous hypercortisolism like Cushing’s syndrome; systemic hypertension; and
pregnancy. Thus, the increased levels of serum catecholamine, or glucocorticoid,
or both, have been thought to play a role in the pathogenesis of CSC, in all these
conditions.1,6–8
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Erythropoietin (EPO) is a glycoprotein hormone synthesized
mainly by the kidney and also secreted by interstitial cells of
the adrenal cortex, in response to tissue hypoxia. This cytokine
is a hematopoietic growth factor that regulates red blood cell
production by promoting survival, proliferation, and differentiation of erythroid progenitors in bone marrow. Erythropoietin
has recently been shown to exhibit remarkable antioxidant and
antiapoptotic effects on various cell types such as retinal neurons and RPE cells, besides its angiogenic activity on vascular
endothelial cells.9 Recently it has been demonstrated that brain,
retina, RPE, astrocytes and neurons have EPO receptors and that
EPO has potent neuroprotective effects on brain and retina.10–13
Additionally, it has been demonstrated that EPO protects RPE
cells from oxidative damage.14–20
Recent reports also demonstrated that some ocular
diseases, such as diabetic retinopathy, glaucoma, diabetic
macular edema and age-related macular degeneration, were
associated with elevated EPO levels in serum, aqueous or
vitreous.21–23 Because the EPO receptor is expressed on
RPE cells and EPO has protective effects for RPE cells, we
hypothesized that EPO might be related to the damage or
the loss of RPE.
To the best of our knowledge, no previous studies have
examined the possible relation between serum EPO and CSC.
However, there is some evidence concerning the effects of
EPO on the sympathetic system. Ksiazek et al reported that
the recombinant human EPO treatment in the normotensive
patients significantly increases the blood noradrenaline levels.24
In an experimental study, it was demonstrated that EPO has
sympathetic hemodynamic effects.25 As hemodynamic effects
of EPO and its potential interaction with the sympathetic
system may suggest it plays a role in the pathogenesis of
CSC, we focused the possible relationship between EPO and
catecholamines, which are reported to be increased in CSC.
Identifying this possible relationship will provide important
knowledge concerning the potential use of recombinant human
EPO (rhEPO) or EPO antagonism in acute or recurrent CSC.
We conducted this study to find out whether serum EPO plays
a role in the pathogenesis and activity of CSC.

Material and methods
This pilot work was designed as a prospective case-control
study and included 15 patients with active CSC (Group 1),
15 patients with inactive CSC (Group 2) and 15 age- and
sex-matched healthy subjects (Group 3). The study was
designed according to Helsinki Declaration and approved by
the institutional ethics committee. Informed consents were
obtained from the patients and the volunteers.
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Inclusion criteria
Group 1: Patients with active CSC characterized by detachment of the neurosensorial retina caused by accumulation of
serous fluid between the photoreceptor outer segments and the
RPE in combination with monofocal or multifocal changes
in the RPE documented by fundus fluorescein angiography
(FFA) and optical coherence tomography (OCT). Group 2:
Patients with inactive CSC defined by the retina being fully
attached the presence of residual abnormalities of the RPE
for more than 6 months documented by FFA and OCT. Group
3: Healthy subjects that are sex- and age-matched without
exclusion criteria.
Potential candidates with kidney disease, diabetes
mellitus, arteriosclerotic diseases (history of myocardial
infarction, coronary artery disease, etc.), any hematologic
disease (polycythemia vera, anemia, etc.), immune disease,
or history of drug usage (chemotherapeutic agents, iron
preparations, granulocyte colony-stimulating factor,
zidovidine, etc.) that could influence the EPO level, were
excluded from this study. Patients with previous laser surgery
or history of intraocular surgery or intravitreal injection were
also excluded.

Blood analysis
Venous blood samples (5 mL) were collected (without
anticoagulant) from patients for measurement of the
serum EPO concentration. The samples were centrifuged
at 3000 rpm for ten minutes after blood clotting, and the
sera were analyzed immediately. The concentration of EPO
in serum samples was measured by automated two-site
sandwich immunoassay with chemiluminescent detection
on an automated random access immunoassay analyser
(IMMULITE 2000; Diagnostic Products Corporation,
Los Angeles, CA) and using the IMMULITE 2000 EPO
assay kit. This was the standard method for routine analysis
of erythropoietin in our laboratory at the time of this study
and was performed according to manufacturer’s instructions.
Values were expressed as mIU/mL. Manufacturer reference
interval for serum EPO was 3.7–31.5 mlU/mL according to
the manufacturer’s instruction.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using the Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 11.0 (SPSS
Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Kruskal–Wallis variance analysis
was used to evaluate the statistical significance of the age and
EPO concentrations, which are nonparametric data among
the groups (more than two: control, inactive CSC and
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active CSC). Subsequently, the posthoc Mann–Whitney
U test, was used to compare the significance of difference
between to groups (control vs inactive CSC; control vs
active CSC; or inactive CSC vs active CSC). The chi-square
test was used to determine the significance of any difference between the groups for sex. Results were given as the
means ± standard deviations. P value less than 0.05 was
considered significant.

Results
Demographic data and the levels of EPO in the study groups
are summarized in Table 1. The subjects included nine
men (60%) and six women (40%) in Group 1, seven men
(47.7%) and eight women (53.3%) in Group 2, nine men
and six women in Group 3. The mean ages of the Group 1,
Group 2 and Group 3 were: 30.67 ± 4.10; 30.93 ± 4.80; and
31.40 ± 4.32 years, respectively. The patient and control
groups were matched for age and sex and there was no
statistically significant variation with regard to age and gender
among the groups (Mann–Whitney U test and chi-square
test, P . 0.05).
The mean serum EPO concentrations in patients with
active CSC (Group 1), inactive CSC (Group 2) and in
healthy controls (Group 3) were: 11.39 ± 3.01; 11.79 ± 3.78;
and 11.95 ± 3.27 mlU/mL, respectively. There was no significant variation among the serum EPO concentrations of
the study groups (Kruskal–Wallis variance analysis and
Mann–Whitney U test P . 0.05).

Discussion
There are various theories about the pathogenesis of
CSC. Potential factors playing a role in pathogenesis may
include vitamin A deficiency, malnutrition, allergic reactions,
toxic agents, phototoxic mechanisms, psychosomatic
factors, glucocorticoid treatment, and endogenous
hypercortisolism.1,26 Thus, some of these conditions, the
increased levels of serum catecholamine or glucocorticoid
or both have been thought to have a role in the pathogenesis
of CSC.

The exact etiology of CSC is unknown and is probably
multifactorial. However, it has been hypothesized that
RPE cell loss plays an important role except choroidal
vasospasm.4,5,27–30 This may be caused by RPE cells dying
by apoptotic and nonapoptotic mechanisms.31,32 Recently,
the EPO receptor has been expressed in RPE cells and the
protective effects of EPO on retinal neurons and RPE cells
has been demonstrated.33,34
Oxidative injury is thought to play an essential role in
the degeneration, dysfunction, or loss of RPE cells and may
be responsible for CSC.35 EPO might have a protective
effect on RPE cells in various pathways against hypoxic,
ischemic, apoptotic, and necrotic stress, including the
inhibition of apoptosis, restoration of vascular autoregulation,
attenuation of inflammatory responses, and antioxidant
properties.13,19,36–38
In the previous studies it has been suggested that
CSC has been caused by intravenous epinephrine in the
experimental monkey model. It has also been considered
that the misdirection of the ion pump due to the alteration
of intracellular cAMP level in RPE cells by β adrenergic
stimulation, might cause CSC.39 Additionally, Yannuzzi
considered that Type A personality might be strongly
associated with the sympathetic release in CSC and that
macula was the target tissue for this pathology.1 In recent
studies, it has been reported that EPO treatment is associated
with hypertension and increased sensitivity to sympathetic
stimuli.40–43
Although there is no data about the relationship between
CSC and EPO, some evidence concerning with the effects
of EPO on the sympathetic system is available. In an
experimental study, it has been demonstrated that EPO has
sympathetic hemodynamic effects.29 Ksiazek et al have
reported that the rhEPO treatment in the normotensive
patients significantly increases the blood noradrenaline
levels.24
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report
investigating the association between serum EPO level
and CSC. In this study we expected that there would be an

Table 1 The demographic data and the levels of erythropoietin (EPO) in the study groups
Central serous chorioretinopathy
Age (years)
Gender (%)
EPO (mU/mL)
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Active (N = 15)

Inactive (N = 15)

Healthy controls
(N = 15)

30.67 ± 4.10
(range: 24–38)
9 males (60%)/
6 females (40%)
11.39 ± 3.01

30.93 ± 4.80
(range: 24–40)
7 males (46.7%)/
8 females (53.3%)
11.79 ± 3.78

31.40 ± 4.32
(range: 25–40)
9 males (60%)/
6 females (40%)
11.95 ± 3.27
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elevation or depression in the EPO level in serum taken from
patients (especially those with active CSC). Our rationale was
based on the following: 1) It has been known that exogenic
EPO administration in experimental models has shown
sympathetic effects, we therefore considered that EPO levels
could be increased; 2) as EPO is a neuroprotective cytokine
for RPE cells we alternatively thought that levels could be
decreased.
In fact serum EPO levels were not found to vary
significantly between patients and controls. These results may
suggest that serum EPO levels do not alter in patients with
CSC. Although our results do not confirm any significant
alteration in serum EPO concentration in patients with CSC,
it is possible that EPO may play a role in the pathophysiology
of CSC because it has various effects such as antiapoptotic,
antioxidant, anti-inflammatory and neuroprotective and also
sympathetic hemodynamic effects. The assessment of the
EPO levels in aqueous or vitreous humor in the patients with
CSC could provide more valuable knowledge.
Additionally, EPO function may be modulated by the ratio
between free and bound EPO, by the expression of different forms of the receptors, the ratio between signaling and
nonsignaling receptors, and the presence of specific inhibitors. These factors have to be taken into account to evaluate
the possible role of EPO in CSC.
The present study may have been limited in that
catecholamines, which might associate with CSC, were not
evaluated. This assessment is difficult because the levels of
these hormones may be easily affected by various factors
and situations.
In conclusion, the results of this pilot study suggest that
there is no role of serum EPO on RPE defects, choroidal
vascular dysregulation, and thus in the pathogenesis of CSC.
Further studies are needed to know more about molecular
regulation and effects of EPO, to investigate the levels of
free and bound EPO, and to determine EPO’s role in the
pathogenesis of CSC.
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